This phase of pandemic necessitates parents to be the ones in control of fostering education of their own children at home in the reason that face-to-face classroom teaching environment is unfeasible. Various parents are caught off guard unbelieving themselves whether or not they can convey the lesson. They are reasonably self-effacing remarking the circumstance that ample of them do not have a formal upbringing on academic realm.

However, have a leap of faith for being the educator of your kids at home is not that bad as what you anticipate it to be. Javed (2020) penned that portraying a parent-teacher in times of pandemic is an intricate but heart-warming role. Parents portraying an educating role have been consoling themselves that this is just an unparalleled circumstance, possibly even a prospect. Strengthening arrangements are manageable for closely all parents functioning their way through the labyrinth of lessons. The principal ones are schools themselves, and educational practitioners appear to be cognizant that each family’s condition is diverse. Parents also claim that they are appreciative for how cooperative teachers are and that they are mindful of their abilities and familiarity. Likewise, extended family members are attempting to advocate unswerving schooling schedules in both homes.

More so, parents emerging as the educator of their youngsters hone a sturdier rapport between among them. There are lots of occasions to create connections among family members.

In addition to that, it is illuminated that educators still contribute a gigantic role in this new set up. They are always to the rescue in case turmoil of home-based schooling occurs.
They are the ones who monitor and facilitate the curriculum and impart a helping hand to every parent.

So, parents, shake it off because all of these are momentary. Have faith; remember nothing a parent can do for the betterment of his child.
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